Tata Motors Interview Questions & GD Topics

**TATA MOTORS Interview Questions:-**

Q1. What method is used to find hardness of elastic material?

Q2. What is rolling resistance of tyre?

Q3. Describe ECU?

Q4. What type of hardening is done on a gear?

Q5. Define Stiffness factor?

Q6. What is Megger?

Q7. Where does blade ratio for Francis turbine masters cylinders used in?

Q8. Explain V curve for alternators.

Q9. What is the efficiency of IC Engine?

Q10. What type of fuel is used for SI Engine?

Q11. What is the effect of centrifugal force on the power developed in belt drive?

Q12. What is vapor compression cycle?

Q13. Which has greater volume a real gas or an ideal gas?

Q14. What type of pair is Pulley?

**TATA MOTORS Group Discussion Topics:-**

Q1. Should higher education in India be privatized?

Q2. What is the backbone of Indian economy: the service sector or the manufacturing sector?
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Q3. Reason for decrease in GDP of India and required steps.

Q4. Has Indian cricket deteriorated?

Q5. Success and Education. Are they related?

Q6. Railway should be privatized or not?

Q7. India should have an Indian or foreign coach?

Q8. Chinese products should be banned in Indian market?